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Abstract—An accurate and high-resolution diagnosis enables
physical failure analysis (PFA) to identify and understand the
root-cause of integrated-circuit failure. Despite many existing
techniques for improving diagnosis, resolution is still far from
ideal, which hinders PFA and other analyses. To address this
challenge, we extend the capability of PADRE (physically-aware
diagnostic resolution enhancement), a powerful machine learning
based diagnosis resolution improvement technique, with a novel,
active learning (AL) based PFA selection approach. An active-
learning based PADRE (AL PADRE) selects the most useful
defects for PFA in order to improve diagnostic resolution. AL
PADRE provides an alternative to the normal PFA selection
procedure, it improves the the accuracy of PADRE, and thus
enables a more accurately improved resolution. AL PADRE
is validated by both simulation-based experiment and silicon
experiment. Simulation-based experiments show that by using AL
PADRE, the number of PFAs required for increasing the accuracy
to a stable level of 90% is reduced by more than 60% on average
compared to baseline approach, and AL PADRE consistently
outperforms the baseline approach for accuracy improvement in
various scenarios. In the silicon experiment, by using AL PADRE,
the number of chips needed to undergo PFA was reduced by more
than 6× in order to increase diagnosis accuracy by more than
20%.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the semiconductor manufacturing industry, the profitabil-

ity of a new product is closely related to its yield. It is not

uncommon for a newly-introduced design to experience low

yield in the early stages of production. It is therefore critical

to improve yield as quickly as possible, and a fast yield ramp

heavily depends on the ability to accurately and precisely

uncover the root-cause of IC failure.

Diagnosis is the first analysis step for a failed chip. It

is a software-based method that analyzes the applied tests,

the chip tester response, and the netlist/layout to produce a

list of diagnosis candidates that represent the locations and

sometimes behaviors/types of defects within the failed chip

[1]. One key metric that characterizes diagnosis performance is

resolution, i.e., the number of candidates reported by diagnosis

for a given failed IC. Good resolution, i.e., a small number of

candidates, means the location of the failure can be more pre-

cisely pinpointed. An accurate and precise diagnosis ensures

that follow-on analyses such as PFA, volume diagnosis, etc.

are more effective. For example, in [2], the authors use volume

diagnosis to monitor and control defect level by adapting tests

in real time to target the specific defect types affecting a

specific design. In [3], the authors rely on high-resolution

diagnosis results to systematically evaluate the effectiveness

of DFM (design for manufacturability) guidelines.

Unfortunately, for various reasons, diagnostic resolution is

typically far from ideal [1]. As a result, much effort has

been dedicated to improving diagnostic resolution. Techniques

ranging from new algorithms to diagnosis-oriented ATPG [4]–

[6] have been vastly investigated. In addition, techniques that

attempt to achieve better diagnosis with improved test data

collection or diagnosis-friendly designs have been reported. In

[7], the authors propose a tester-data collection strategy that

specifically aims at improving resolution. In [8], the authors

insert additional observation points in the design to increase

the diagnosability of the circuit. In [9], the authors describe a

comprehensive methodology for test chip design that ensures

failed modules and defects can be diagnosed accurately and

precisely.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that diagnosis res-

olution can be improved with machine learning techniques,

primarily through the derivation of characteristics that enables

correct candidates (candidates that correctly represent defect

locations) to be distinguished from incorrect ones (candi-

dates that do not) [10]–[15]. In [10], the authors describe

an approach to identify bridge defects from a population of

diagnosed defects using a combination of effective rules and a

decision-tree-based classifier. In [12], the authors improve on-

chip diagnosis resolution with a modified k-nearest neighbors

classifier that is updated with real-time failure data. In [15], the

authors use statistical learning methods to predict the termina-

tion of tester-data collection to ensure good resolution. In [13],

volume diagnosis resolution is improved with a Bayesian clas-

sifier that identifies the actual candidates based on their layout

properties. Similarly, in [14], the authors use Expectation

Maximization to identify the most probable DFM guideline

violation associated with the failure, so that candidates not

associated with the particular violation are removed from the

candidate list. In our previous work, a machine-learning based

resolution improvement approach called PADRE (physically-

aware diagnostic resolution enhancement) [1] has been de-

veloped. PADRE uses a Support Vector Machine (SVM),

a classification algorithm, to analyze easily-available tester
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and simulation characteristics about the candidates to identify

those that correspond to the actual failure locations.

Diagnosis can be followed by PFA, a time-consuming and

destructive approach for exposing the defect physically in or-

der to characterize the failure mechanism [16]. Due to the high

cost and destructive nature of PFA, the accuracy and resolution

of diagnosis is of critical importance. In fact, whether a defect

is chosen for PFA is often dependent upon its resolution. In

practice, it is very uncommon to perform PFA on any defect

with more than five candidates (personal communication with

an industrial expert, Dec, 2015). Ideally, resolution is one, that

is, a single location is identified when a defect is diagnosed.

This ensures that the likelihood for uncovering the root-cause

of failure is maximized when performing PFA. Figure 1 shows

the resolution resulting from diagnosing a population of failed

ICs. It can be observed that fewer than 32% of the diagnosed

defects have an ideal resolution of one.
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Fig. 1. The cumulative diagnostic resolution distribution of defects from a
commercial chip shows that only 161 or 31.8% of a population of 507 defects
have ideal resolutions. Each point on the plot shows the number of defects that
have a total number of candidates no greater than a certain number, ranging
from one to 72 for a single defect.

Considering the limited resources for PFA against the vast

number of failed chips, the question of which chip, and

more specifically, which defect, should be selected for PFA

becomes a tricky one. Note that although each failed chip

may contain multiple defects, typically only one of the defects

can be investigated by PFA, due to the destructive nature of

PFA. To help identify the most valuable defects for PFA,

we describe an active learning-based methodology that can

be implemented in conjunction with PADRE to select the

most informative defects for resolution improvement. Active

learning (AL) has been shown in many other applications

to improve the accuracy of classification. It has seen wide

application in text classification, image recognition, and early

disease diagnosis [17]–[19]. AL sequentially queries the label

of certain unlabeled instances for the purpose of improving

classification accuracy. An AL algorithm selects the most

informative instance based on pre-set criteria that best suit

the application. For diagnostic resolution improvement, how-

ever, successful PFA of a defect can reveal labels (correct

or incorrect) of multiple instances ( i.e., all the reported

candidates)1. To leverage this batch-mode property, we adopt

and combine both the conventional AL selection criterion, and

a novel selection criterion specifically based on the diagnosis

application. The two methods are named within-margin and

discrepancy check. It is shown through experiments that the

two methods are very powerful in improving the accuracy of

classification, because they both avoid selecting defects that

are already correctly labeled by the existing classifier.

In the remainder of this paper, a review of the PADRE

methodology [1] is given in Section 2; the proposed AL

based PFA selection approach, AL PADRE, is elaborated

upon in Section 3; the simulation and silicon experiment

demonstrations of AL PADRE are presented in Section 4

and Section 5. Finally, the major conclusions are discussed

in Section 6.

II. BACKGROUND

PADRE is a machine learning-based classification technique

that improves the diagnostic resolution by separating the

incorrect and correct candidates within the diagnosis results of

failed chips [1]. It features a two-level classifier, as shown in

Figure 2, in which some of the incorrect candidates are filtered

out in the first level, and correct candidates are identified in

the second. The candidates are classified using a collection of

features [1]. Each feature is a numerical value extracted from

existing test and diagnosis results in order to characterize a

certain property of a candidate.

The first level of PADRE is a one-rule discriminator that

is based on a feature named inconsist states, i.e., the number

of inconsistent states. It has been shown that the existence of

an inconsistent state is likely an indication that a candidate is

incorrect, that is, it is incorrect [20]. Therefore, all candidates

with non-zero inconsist states are labeled as incorrect. The

labels of the candidates that have zero inconsist state remain

unknown. The action of the first-level classifier can thus be

summarized as:

label =

{
incorrect inconsist states > 0
unknown inconsist states = 0

(1)

The second level, a nonlinear soft-margin SVM based

classifier, further processes the unlabeled candidates that pass

the first level, by identifying which candidates are correct.

To learn an SVM classifier, some pre-labeled data, known

as training data are required. However, high-quality training

data are typically difficult to obtain for diagnosis applications,

as they typically come from either PFA data, which are

limited, or historical data from another design, which may

have limited relevance. The most novel aspect of PADRE

1Successful PFA of a defect reveals the labels of all candidates associated
with a defect because success implies the root-cause has been identified which
in most cases the location, and thus the correct candidate, has been identified.
While one can probably cite rare cases where this would not be true, we
ignore such possibilities in this work.
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Fig. 2. PADRE improves the diagnostic resolution by subjecting the can-
didates from the original diagnosis through a two-level classifier, in which
incorrect candidates are filtered out and correct candidates are identified.

is the extraction of training data from previously unlabeled

candidates. Specifically, correct- and incorrect-labeled sets are

extracted from all defects with a single candidate and with

more than Q candidates, respectively. Because diagnosis is

assumed to be accurate, using one-candidate defects assures a

training set of correct candidates is assured. Similarly, using

defects with Q or more candidates limits error since only

one of the Q candidates is incorrectly labeled as incorrect.

The error is probably even less since it is well known that

diagnosis outcomes consisting of a large number of candidates

tends to be less accurate, meaning that it is quite likely that

all Q candidates are indeed incorrect when Q is 20 or more.

It has been shown that this training-set construction method

can guarantee high-quality training data for both correct- and

incorrect-labeled sets [1].

The initially-extracted training sets typically have different

sizes, particularly the incorrect-labeled training set is typically

a few times larger than the correct-labeled training set, which

may bias the classifier towards the incorrect-labeled training

data [21]. To avoid this problem, PADRE balances the size of

the two sets by oversampling the correct-labeled set.

In summary, the construction of the two training sets is

performed as follows:

• Initial sets: The initial set of candidates that are labeled

correct consists of all the candidates of defects with only

a single candidate; and the initial set of candidates that

are labeled incorrect consists of all the candidates of

defects with more than Q candidates, where Q is a user-

set threshold. In this work, we set Q = 20.

• Balanced sets: Randomly oversampling the smaller ini-

tial training set is performed to balance the sizes of the

correct- and incorrect-labeled sets.

PADRE applies the learned SVM classifier to all remaining

candidates that pass the first level. For each candidate that is

labeled as correct, all other candidates from the same defect

that contains the given correct-labeled candidate are removed.

If no candidate is labeled as correct for a certain defect, all

candidates of this defect are retained. In this way, overall

resolution for a population of defects is significantly improved

and accuracy is maintained [1].

As with any classification algorithm, the accuracy of

PADRE can be further improved with the addition of high-

quality training data. Such training data can stem from PFA,

which reveals the true labels of all the candidates associated

with a defect. However, not only are the PFA resources typi-

cally limited, but the results from PFA may not always improve

classification accuracy. Therefore, it becomes important to

identify which defects should be PFA’ed so that these limited

resources can be efficiently tapped for ensuring and improving

classification accuracy in addition to the conventional purpose

of revealing the root-cause of failure.

III. ACTIVE LEARNING PADRE

Active learning (AL) helps to mitigate the conflict between

limited PFA resources and the large amount of failed defects

by querying the most informative defects for improving the

classification accuracy of PADRE. In each AL iteration, from

a population of diagnosed defects that are qualified for PFA

by other necessary criteria (e.g., defects that have no more

than five candidates), the most valuable defect is identified

by one of two selection methods; namely discrepancy check
and within-margin. Then the labels for the candidates of the

queried defect are obtained through a successful PFA, which

are in turn fed back to PADRE as training data for updating the

classifier. This iterative process continues until PFA resources

are exhausted, or when no more defects satisfy the selection

criteria. It should be noted that although PFA is always

assumed to be successful by AL PADRE, in practice, a PFA

can be unsuccessful. AL PADRE copes with an unsuccessful

PFA by simply not updating the training data. It should also

be noted that AL PADRE can benefit from defects selected

for PFA for conventional reasons (e.g., uncovering root-cause

for a large portion of a failure Pareto). For such cases, the

resulting labeled candidates would simply be added to the

existing training data for re-learning the classifier2.

It is clear that the effectiveness of AL PADRE will signifi-

cantly depend on the method used for selecting a defect with

the most informative candidates for improving the classifier.

Conventionally, AL can be categorized into either pool-based

sampling [22], [23] or stream-based selective sampling [24].

In stream-based selective sampling, it is assumed that the

unlabeled instances are made available one by one, which

implies that AL has to determine for each instance whether to

query the label of the instance. On the other hand, in pool-

based sampling, it is assumed that unlabeled instances are all

simultaneously available. In this situation, AL must choose

2Re-learning the classifier when the training data is modified/updated is a
trivial matter, taking just a few seconds using a typical compute server.
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what is considered the most informative from the pool of

unlabeled instances. In pool-based AL, one effective selection

criterion could be a pre-constructed uncertainty region where

the existing classification is still ambiguous, so that the label

of any instance within the region could adjust the existing

decision boundary. Other query criteria adopt pre-defined in-

formative metrics, so that instead of a pure random selection, a

biased selection according to such informative metrics is made

[25]. For diagnosis and PFA, subsets of instances are available

for labeling which means that neither pool- or stream-based

sampling is directly applicable. For the two selection methods

used by AL PADRE, within-margin is a modified pool-based

selection method and discrepancy check is a novel selection

method developed specifically for diagnosis and PFA. The two

selection methods target two different types of defects that

can potentially improve the existing classifier. Discrepancy

check targets a defect with a large number of correct-labeled

candidates; within-margin targets a defect that has a large

number of candidates that reside within the decision margin

of the classifier. The goal of these two approaches is the same,

that is, to use PFA to identify labeled instances that minimizes

the likelihood of misclassification by PADRE. The two types

of defects targeted are both likely to contain misclassified

candidates, as explained later, by re-training PADRE with the

correct labels of these candidates, other similar candidates are

expected to be correctly classified.

A. Discrepancy Check

The discrepancy check intends to identify a defect with the

largest number of potentially mislabeled candidates. The dis-

crepancy between the number of expected correct candidates

and the number of labeled- or predicted-correct candidates

provides the lower bound on the number mislabeled candidates

for a given defect. This is based on the assumption that

there is only one correct candidate corresponding to each

defect. Therefore, any discrepancy must arise from either

labeling multiple candidates as correct for the defect, or

failing to label a single candidate as correct. To illustrate the

discrepancy check, consider the example shown in Table I.

In this example, a chip with three defects is diagnosed, and

there are three candidates reported for each defect. For each

candidate, the label predicted by PADRE and its true label are

listed in column 3 and 4, respectively, with “1” representing

a correct-labeled candidate and “0” representing a incorrect-

labeled candidate. If the PADRE label is the same as the true

label, the candidate is said to be labeled accurately. For each

defect, the discrepancy is therefore the difference between the

total number of labeled-correct candidates and the expected

number of correct candidates, which of course is just one.

The discrepancy is calculated as:

Discrepancy = No. labeled-correct candidates − 1 (2)

Accordingly, defect 1, 2, and 3 each has a discrepancy of 1,

1, and 0, respectively. However, as shown by the candidate

accuracy, the number of inaccurate candidates for the three

defects are 1, 3, and 2, respectively. Defects 2 and 3 both have

more inaccurate candidates than their discrepancy indicates.

This is because the discrepancy only provides a lower bound

on the possible number of inaccurate candidates, since it is

impossible to know the exact number of inaccurate candidates

without knowing the actual candidate labels. Still, a defect

with a large discrepancy is certain to contain an also large

number of inaccurate candidates. By revealing the true labels

of the inaccurate candidates through PFA, the AL algorithm

is able to effectively improve the accuracy of the PADRE

classifier.

TABLE I
DISCREPANCY CHECK.

Defect Candidate
PADRE True Candidate Defect

label label accurate? discrepancy
1 1 1 Yes

11 2 1 0 No
3 0 0 Yes
1 0 1 No

12 2 1 0 No
3 1 0 No
1 0 1 No

03 2 0 0 Yes
3 1 0 No

Discrepancy is a direct indication that there are wrongly-

classified candidates. Specifically, there could be two types

of misclassifications, namely, it could be that the actual true

candidate is misclassified as incorrect, or alternatively, it could

be that some incorrect candidates are misclassified as correct.

A successful PFA corrects both types of misclassification.

B. Within-Margin

PADRE uses SVM, a binary classifier that labels the

candidates as either correct or incorrect. As expected, the

candidates are not always correctly labeled, in addition, some

of the candidates are more likely to be misclassified than

others. The decision boundary that determines classification is

defined by the support vectors, which are correct and incorrect

training candidates with similar features. The features are

represented as a vector of real numbers that characterize each

candidate [1]. The support vectors are selected to maximize

the boundary margin between correct- and incorrect-labeled

training candidates.

The candidates within the margin are more likely to be

wrongly classified than candidates outside the margin. There

are an infinite number of decision boundaries that can separate

the correct and incorrect training candidates, but it is not

known which boundary is optimal for the entire data set.

The initial boundary may be far from optimal. For exam-

ple, Figure 3 illustrates two data sets separated by a non-

optimal decision boundary learned from a subset of labeled

data. The candidates outside the margin belong to the well-

defined two classes, whereas the candidates within the margin

are inherently more ambiguous since they are close to both

classes. As illustrated in Figure 3, if the unlabeled candidates

within the margin can be labeled, the decision boundary can

be adjusted to become optimal. On the other hand, if only
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the unlabeled candidates outside the margin are labeled, the

existing boundary will only change slightly, because most of

them are already correctly classified.

Fig. 3. Two data sets (crosses and triangles) are plotted with respect to two
features, x1 and x2. Solid crosses and triangles are labeled training data
from two classes, while unfilled crosses and triangles are unlabeled data. The
support vectors (grey crosses and triangles) define the current boundary and
its margin. Labeling the unlabeled data within the margin leads to a new,
optimal boundary.

For a linear SVM, a candidate di is defined as being within

the boundary margin if

‖wᵀxi + c‖ < 1 (3)

where xi is the feature vector of di, w is the weight vector for

each feature, c is a constant that is learned by SVM, and ‖•‖
denotes the �2-norm of a vector. These candidates are closer

to the boundary than the support vectors, and therefore are

considered ambiguous in terms of their classification result.

The closer a candidate is to the decision boundary the more

likely that it is misclassified. A candidate located exactly on

the decision boundary, i.e., wᵀxi+c = 0, has a 50% likelihood

of being misclassified. Therefore, a defect that has a large

number of within-margin candidates is a defect that could

potentially have a large number of misclassified candidates.

C. Stopping Criteria

AL is an iterative process of repeatedly requesting new

training data. There is a point, however, when no additional

training data can further improve the classification accuracy.

Certainly the ultimate stopping criteria is when all data is

labeled or when PFA resources are exhausted. If the AL

criteria are correctly formulated, there should be a diminishing

return with additional training data however. As the classifier

converges to the optimal classifier, a smaller and smaller

change in the classifier is expected from consecutive iterations

of AL. To track the converging classifier, the weight vector

from the SVM classifier is extracted. Again, the weight vector,

w, is the weight assigned to each candidate feature. So a

the change in weight vector directly reflects a change in the

classifier. Weight vectors w1 and w2 between two consecutive

iterations of AL are compared using cosine similarity, which

is defined as follows:

Similarity =
w1

ᵀw2

‖w1‖‖w2‖ (4)

where ‖•‖ denotes the �2-norm of a vector.

Cosine similarity varies between -1 and 1. When w1 and

w2 are exactly the same, the cosine similarity is 1; and when

they are completely opposite, the cosine similarity is -1. In

this work, a similarity value of 0.9999 is used as the stopping

criterion for AL.

Another stopping criteria related to PFA is also adopted. If

the potential benefit of PFA is low, then PFA can be avoided

so as to save cost. The potential benefit of PFA for a given

defect is reflected by its discrepancy count, or its within-

margin-candidate count. When the counts are low, it is an

indication that even a successful PFA will lead to a low number

of corrected misclassifications, leading to little improvement

in classification accuracy. The threshold of what is considered

low depends on the availability of resources for PFA. If the

resources are abundant, one may even choose to continue PFA

as long as the discrepancy count is greater than zero.

When both the aforementioned stopping criterion are sat-

isfied, or when the PFA resources are exhausted then AL

PADRE is completely halted. A low count (i.e., a value of two)

for discrepancy check is used alone however when switching

from using discrepancy check to within-margin. The reason

the cosine similarity is not used to trigger a transition is that

for a few rare cases, it has been observed that cosine similarity

triggers a switch that is too early. This occurs because early

iterations in AL encounter a small subset of new training data

that does not significantly alter cosine similarity. For such

cases, the algorithm should not transition to within-margin,

because subsequent use of discrepancy check does lead to

substantially changing of the classifier.

D. Implementation

To ensure optimal and consistent performance within AL

PADRE, there are a few implementation issues to be carefully

addressed.

1) Defect Tiebreaker: For both the discrepancy check and

within-margin, it is possible that multiple defects have the

same count for discrepancy or within-margin. In case of a tie,

the defect with the largest number of candidates is selected.

Breaking a tie in this way is justified since a successful PFA

will provide all the labels for all the candidates associated

with the selected defect. Thus, a defect with more candidates

can provide more correct-labeled or incorrect-labeled data for

updating the classifier. For cases where multiple defects are

tied for both the discrepancy and the number of candidates, a

random selection is made.

2) Training Data Update: As discussed in Section II, the

training data are balanced in PADRE, i.e., the correct-labeled

candidates are oversampled to match the size of the incorrect-

labeled candidates with a random duplication process. To

maintain balance of the training data, additional training data
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obtained from PFA must be balanced as well. One straightfor-

ward approach is to combine the new correct- and incorrect-

labeled candidates with the existing data, and then perform

oversampling to balance the augmented data set. However,

this approach leads to rapid fluctuation in accuracy due to

the resulting randomness in the training data. Worse, due to

the randomness in the oversampling process, some of the new

training data may not be well represented in the balanced sets,

which undermines the value of the new data obtained from

PFA.

To address this issue, for each iteration of AL, the new

correct- and incorrect-labeled candidates are first balanced

among themselves by randomly duplicating the correct-labeled

candidates to match the number of incorrect-labeled candi-

dates. Then the new, balanced training data are added to the

existing training sets. This approach not only ensures balanced

data sets, but also that the composition of the training data are

consistent from one iteration of AL to the next, since the exact

training data used by one iteration is carried over to the next.

3) PFA Candidate Weight: Typically only a small number

of candidates are labeled by a single successful PFA, due to

the fact that only a defect with less than five candidates is

typically selected for PFA. In contrast, there is typically a

large number of candidates in the initial training set. If the

new data resulting from PFA are simply added to the existing

training set, it will be overwhelmed by the larger existing data,

leading to little impact on a re-learned classifier. To address

this issue, new candidates resulting from PFA are weighted

higher than existing candidates, i.e., each new candidate is

duplicated multiple times. The challenge, however, is to find

the optimal weight. If the weight is too large, the classifier

will overfit the new PFA candidates. On the other hand, if the

weight is too small, the classifier will not change due to the

new candidates, resulting in a prolonged process for improving

classification accuracy, possibly exceeding the PFA resources

too quickly. The weight is a variable that dependents heavily

on the specific data set involved. For the data sets used in our

experiment, by trial and error, we found that a weight between

10 and 50 demonstrates accuracy improvement without incur-

ring overfitting. As a result, all PFA candidates are weighted

20× more than other candidates.

With all these implementation issues addressed, the overall

flow of AL PADRE in given in Algorithm 1. It should be em-

phasized that while AL PADRE features an automatic stopping

mechanism, it does not imply that PFA, an indispensable step

in yield learning, should stop. For AL PADRE, a stop implies

that PADRE has reached a stable, high-level accuracy for the

current data set, and any additional PFA will not significantly

further improve the accuracy. Therefore, after AL PADRE

indicates a stop, PFA should still be carried out for the purpose

of other yield-learning analyses. When there is a change in

the failure data set, e.g., when new diagnosis data become

available, AL PADRE should be executed again to update the

classifier to the latest data set.

Algorithm 1 AL PADRE

while remaining PFA resources do
Execute PADRE

Identify PFA-qualified defect (i.e., #candidates ≤ 5)

Calculate the max discrepancy in qualified defects

if max discrepancy > 2 then
Method = discrepancy check

else
Calculate the max within-margin in qualified defects

if max within-margin > 2 then
Method = within-margin

else
break

end if
end if
Select PFA defect with Method
Obtain true labels of defect candidates

Balance new training data

Update PADRE training data

Re-learn classifier

Calculate Similarity

if Method==within-margin and Similarity>0.9999 then
break

end if
end while

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

AL PADRE is validated with comprehensive simulation

experiments. The data used in the simulation experiments

mimic real failed chips that are affected by various types of

defects. The chips with injected defects are virtually tested and

diagnosed using a commercial flow. AL PADRE is applied

to refine the diagnostic resolution and to identify defects

for PFA. Accuracy is tracked with each PFA to evaluate

the effectiveness of AL PADRE. Specifically, the accuracy is

evaluated against all the candidates, by contrasting the labels

predicted by PADRE and the true labels. It should be noted

that candidates used for training the SVM classifier are not

excluded from accuracy calculation, because the true labels

of the candidates used for training are in fact unknown to

PADRE, which only assumes the labels based on heuristics.

A. Experiment Setup

An industrial design is used as the circuit under test. The

circuit used in this experiment is an ASIC manufactured in

130 nm technology that contains about one million gates.

The production test set includes 36 scan-chain tests followed

by 3,403 logic tests that together achieve 99.5% SSL fault

coverage.

More than 1,600 instances of multiple types of faults are

randomly injected into the circuit to emulate defective circuits.

The faults used to emulate the defects are simulated using a

commercial tool. The injected faults include: and-, or-, and

four-way bridge faults, input pattern faults [26], SSL faults,
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and MSL faults. The number of injected faults of each type

are listed in Table II.

TABLE II
FAULTS TYPES INJECTED INTO THE ASIC DESIGN.

Fault type No. of defective circuits
AND bridge 96
OR bridge 94

Four-way bridge 275
Input pattern 412

SSL 364
MSL 365

The fault types listed in Table II are chosen to represent

the large variety of actual defects that occur in real circuits.

The advantage of using a virtual population of failed circuits

is that it provides a large amount of labeled data, i.e., failed

circuits with known defect locations.

Each defective circuit is tested and diagnosed. Because each

circuit is virtual in nature, i.e., we know the location of all

defects, the accuracy of the diagnosis resolution improvement

is easy to verify. However, a list of “golden answers” is never

available in practice.

Two sets of experiments are designed to evaluate AL

PADRE under different scenarios3. The first set of experiments

evaluate AL PADRE assuming a large number of failed circuits

but only a small number of initial training data. In this

case, we use only 25% of the available training data to train

an initial classifier. Then AL PADRE is applied to improve

the accuracy of the initial classifier, and its performance is

evaluated against a baseline performance that uses a practical,

random selection approach. To mimic a real-world scenario,

only defects with no more than five candidates are selected

for PFA. However, in one experiment setup, this requirement

is relaxed to evaluate the full potential of AL PADRE. It

should be noted that defect selection for PFA conventionally

meets criteria related to the number of candidates, the physical

proximity of those candidates, etc. The baseline performance

experiments for random selection and AL PADRE also satisfy

such conventional criteria. AL PADRE can also be applied in

conjunction with other defect selection criteria. In other words,

AL PADRE is not hindered by other criteria used for selecting

defects for PFA.

The second set of experiments evaluate AL PADRE assum-

ing a production environment, where every week a number of

diagnosed chips stream in, and a subset of them can be selected

for PFA. Note that due to the destructive nature of PFA, for

a failed chip with multiple defects, it is assumed only one

of the defects can be PFA’ed. Each week, AL PADRE, based

on both the data newly collected and the data from previous

weeks, has to decide which defects should be selected for

PFA. In the experiments, the number of diagnosed chips per

week is assumed to be 40, and the PFA is restricted to five per

week. The AL PADRE performance is evaluated against two

3These two scenarios are based on extensive discussion with industrial
collaborators that have vast experience with performing PFA on in-production
ICs.

baselines, the first is against performing PFA using random

selection, and the second is against performing no PFA at

all. In addition, to examine different starting scenarios, in one

setup of the experiment, the first four weeks of diagnosis data

are accumulated to learn the initial PADRE classifier; whereas

in another setup, this arrangement is relaxed, so that the AL

PADRE is applied from week one.

B. Experiment Results

For the first set of experiments, the initial classifier is trained

with an initial training set of 111 correct-labeled candidates

and 799 incorrect-labeled candidates, and achieves an accuracy

of 77.0%. AL PADRE is subsequently applied for PFA defect

selection from all the defects that satisfy the candidate limit

criterion. The result obtained from AL PADRE is shown in

Figure 4; it is observed that after some fluctuation from the first

few PFAs, the accuracy increases from an initial 77.0% to a

stable 90% level after 25 PFAs. While remaining accurate, the

AL PADRE transits from discrepancy check to within-margin

after 37 PFAs, and after another 17 PFAs using within-margin,

AL PADRE terminates with an accuracy of 90.2%.

In addition to the accuracy improvement, AL PADRE also

improves the overall resolution. The resolution distribution

is shown in Figure 5. Originally, the diagnosis data have

447 defects with ideal resolution of one, PADRE significantly

increases this number to 2,584, which is more than 5×. AL

PADRE further improves the number of defects with ideal

resolution by 107 to 2,691.
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Fig. 4. PADRE accuracy versus the number of PFA’ed defects selected by
AL PADRE. The initial accuracy is 77.0%.

The performance of AL PADRE is compared against a

baseline approach that uses random selection, where the only

difference is that instead of using AL PADRE, each PFA

defect is randomly selected from all the defects that satisfy the

candidate-limit criterion. The baseline experiment comprises

100 PFAs in order for accuracy to increase to a comparable

level with AL PADRE. Considering the intrinsic variation

associated with random selection approach, the experiment

is repeated 100 times to produce an average result. PADRE
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Fig. 5. The cumulative diagnostic resolution distribution shows that PADRE
improves the number of defects with ideal resolution by more than 5× over
the original resolution, and AL PADRE further improves the number by 107.
Each point on the plot shows the number of defects that have a total number
of candidates no greater than the given cumulative resolution.

accuracy over 100 experiments are plotted in Figure 6a, with

the average plotted as the bold blue curve. It can be seen that,

with random selection, the accuracy increases to above 90%

after more than 70 PFAs, on average. In contrast, as shown

in Figure 6b, with AL PADRE, only 25 PFAs are needed to

reach 90% accuracy level. In both experiments, the accuracy

saturates, since additional PFA does not reveal misclassified

candidates that will change the classifier substantially.

The full potential of AL PADRE is evaluated in an ex-

periment of similar setup only without the candidate-limit

restriction, meaning that any defect can be selected for PFA.

The accuracy plot is shown in Figure 7; it is observed that

accuracy saturates at around 90% after just two defects are

PFA’ed, and the total number of PFA’ed defects is only eight,

notably all are selected using discrepancy check.

The second set of experiments assume a production envi-

ronment, with four weeks of accumulation. The AL PADRE

accuracy plot is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that in

comparison with the two baseline approach performances,

PFA using AL PADRE exhibits consistently higher accuracy

starting from the first week of PFA. On average, the AL

PADRE accuracy is 2.2% higher than PFA with random

selection, and 3.6% higher than no PFA at all. Note that as

the result of new incoming data each week, the accuracy may

not keep increasing monotonically over the weeks, as existing

classifier may not always accurately classify the new data.

However, PFA with AL PADRE helps mitigate the fluctuation,

because AL PADRE can focus PFA resources on investigating

the new defect candidates that do not comply well with the

existing classifier. For the setup of no accumulation week, the

similar result of the three processes is shown in Figure 9. On

average, AL PADRE accuracy is 2.1% higher than selecting

defects for PFA randomly, and 3.1% higher than performing

no PFA at all.
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Fig. 6. PADRE accuracy versus the number of PFA’ed defects selected by
(a) random selection and (b) AL PADRE. For random selection, the average
accuracy of the 100 experiments is plotted as a bold blue curve. The initial
accuracy is 77%. As the classifier is retrained, the accuracy fluctuates; after
25 PFA, AL PADRE stabilizes at around 90% accuracy, whereas random
selection achieves comparable accuracy after 70 PFA on average.

V. SILICON EXPERIMENT

AL PADRE is also used in a silicon experiment, that is, it is

applied to actual failed chips to evaluate its performance. The

silicon data stems from a commercial chip fabricated using

state-of-the-art technology, and the failed chips are tested and

diagnosed using a commercial flow. The data set consists of

353 defects and 2,462 candidates. Among the 353 defects, 19

are PFA’ed. For the silicon data, unlike simulation-based data

set, the actual labels of most of the candidates are unknown,

except for the few (i.e., 19) that are revealed by PFA.

In order to evaluate the performance of selecting defects

for PFA using AL PADRE against the actual chip-selection

decisions made by the manufacturer, an oracle that knows all

the true labels of the defect candidates is required. Although

not ideal, we construct an oracle that is based on deriving

training data from all of the 2,462 candidates, including the
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Fig. 7. PADRE accuracy versus the number of PFA’ed defects selected by
AL PADRE when defects are selected without the five-candidate restriction.
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Fig. 8. PADRE accuracy versus the number of weeks of PFA using three
different processes, namely, PFA with AL PADRE, PFA with random selection
and no PFA. Note that the first four weeks of accumulation is not shown in
the plot, as no PFA is performed during that period.

labeled candidates form the 19 PFA’ed defects. The PADRE

classifier resulting from this training set forms the oracle used

in the experiment that is described next. That is, predicted

candidate labels from the SVM classifier and the true labels

revealed by PFA are together taken as the actual labels of all

2,462 candidates.

Similar to the first simulation-based experiment, 25% of the

available training data is used to construct an initial classifier.

By comparing the labels predicted by the initial classifier and

the oracle, the accuracy of the initial classifier is found to be

61.2%. AL PADRE is then applied to the initial classifier,

and again only defects with no more than five candidates

are selected for PFA. The result is shown in Figure 10, it is

observed that using AL PADRE, the accuracy increases from

an initial 61.2% to above 85.0% after only two PFA’ed defects,

and the accuracy reaches 87.2% after 19 PFA’ed defects. On
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Fig. 9. PADRE accuracy versus the number of weeks of PFA using three
different processes, namely, PFA with AL PADRE, PFA with random selection
and no PFA. Note that there is no accumulation in this setup, all three start
from week one.

the other hand, updating the initial classifier using the 19 actual

PFA’ed defects selected by the manufacturer, the accuracy is

increased to above 85.0% after 13 PFA’ed defects, and the

accuracy reaches 85.3% after 19 PFA’ed defects. Thus AL

PADRE virtually matches this accuracy with more than 6×
fewer PFA’ed defects.

In addition to better accuracy improvement, using AL

PADRE is also found to better improve the resolution than

using the actual PFA’ed defects. As can be seen in Figure 11,

using the actual PFA’ed defects improves the number of

defects with ideal resolution from 88 to 107, whereas using

AL PADRE, the number is increased from 88 to 123, which

is 84% more than what is achieved with the actual PFA’ed

defects.
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Fig. 10. PADRE accuracy versus the number of PFA’ed defects for selection
using AL PADRE and actual selection made by industry. The initial accuracy
is 61.2%.
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Fig. 11. The cumulative diagnostic resolution distribution shows PADRE with
actual PFA’ed defects increases the number of defects with ideal resolution
from 88 to 107, and using AL PADRE can instead improves the number to
123. Each point on the plot shows the number of defects that have a total
number of candidates no greater than the given cumulative resolution.

VI. CONCLUSION

A high-resolution and accurate diagnosis benefits PFA and

other analyses for better understanding the root-cause of

failure. In this work, we describe an active-learning based

approach for selecting PFA defects for improving the accuracy

of PADRE, a machine-learning-based diagnosis resolution im-

provement technique. AL PADRE uses two efficient methods

to select the most informative defects for PFA, and it can

be applied to defects that are selected using other selection

strategies as well. AL PADRE is demonstrated and evalu-

ated by comprehensive simulation and silicon experiments.

It is shown that AL PADRE enables a more rapid accuracy

improvement than using conventional PFA selection methods

under various scenarios, and can determine the appropriate

time to stop once diagnostic accuracy improvement saturates.

Overall, AL PADRE provides a new and practical approach for

PFA selection that can greatly enhance diagnosis by expending

limited additional resources for PFA.
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